
Craftsmanship DeliveredHandcrafted Murphy Beds



Thank You For Your InTeresT!
We would like to thank you for your interest in our line of Murphy beds and 
matching accents. These extremely attractive pieces provide a perfect solution for your 
space-saving needs. Our Murphy beds and accents are hand constructed from oak or 
maple wood (both hardwoods and furniture-grade plywoods) and each bed is given 
personal attention and detail, ensuring top-quality craftsmanship.

In this brochure, you will find all of the information on face style choices, stain colors, 
hardware options, and additional upgrades. You will also find information on operation, 
product dimensions, delivery options, and other technical data. Please feel free to contact 
us for current production timelines or any other information you may need.

real Wood. The real dIFFerence.
Real oak or maple wood construction makes our Murphy beds not only a space-
saving solution, but a beautiful fine furniture addition to your home as well. Though 
many other companies are building Murphy beds with inferior materials, they are 
still charging a premium price. There are no particle boards or melamines used in the 
construction of our beds. See the table below to compare our beds to the competition.

The neW GeneraTIon oF MurphY Beds.
We understand that every space is different. With our unique combination of sizes, 
orientations, designs, and options, we’re sure that we have the right fit for you. We 
have perfected the Murphy bed concept with improved, more reliable features. All 
of our pieces are hand constructed for maximum durability. Our beds are crafted for 
a maximum weight capacity of 2,500 lbs., complete with a state-of-the-art piston 
mechanism rated for 10,000 revolutions: equivalent to 27 years of daily use. Each bed 
comes with a 10-year guarantee on all mechanical parts, giving you lasting peace of mind.

InsTallaTIon Is easY, Too!
On average, complete installation of your new Murphy bed should take two 
people only one hour to complete. Each bed comes with easy-to-follow, step-by-
step instructions and the best part is, our beds DO NOT require floor mounting. 
Installation is complete when your bed is securely fastened to the wall (studs, concrete, 
block, etc.). This means it will be easy to move as your design needs change. 

Each bed has a built-in mattress support box frame, so a conventional box spring is 
not necessary. Our standard designs make finding the perfect innerspring, memory-
foam or latex mattress for your new Murphy bed a breeze. Standard units comfortably 
accommodate mattresses up to 12 inches thick. If your mattress is thicker than 12 
inches, please ask about our extra-depth option. Please note, memory-foam and 
latex mattresses are heavier than standard innerspring mattresses. The mechanism 
is unaffected by this extra weight, but you will notice a difference when raising and 
lowering the bed. 

OUR REAL WOOD BEDS THE COMPETITION’S BEDS

Furniture grade hardwood plywood Particle board or melamine (plastic)

Solid hardwood moldings Not available on standard models

Standard crown molding Optional crown molding (extra cost)

Accommodate a standard mattress May require a special mattress

Largely assembled, easy to install Completely broken down, difficult

Dependable, safe, & strong piston Bulky & complicated spring

INSIDe delivery is standard CurBSIDe delivery is their standard

Simply secured to wall, moveable Most bolt permanently to floor

Spice stain color on oak
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hardWare opTIons
Below are the standard hardware options available for use on our vertical and 
horizontal wall beds and side cabinets. Keep in mind, not every hardware option is 
available for every face style of bed. Each face style has a style of hardware, specifically 
chosen to accentuate the design of the bed.

WanT To FInIsh Your MurphY Bed YourselF?
If you prefer to finish your project yourself, you can order all of the pieces unfinished. 
We will construct the bed using the same materials and methods as with all of our 
products. Once you receive the pieces, you can prep and finish them any way you like.

ANTIQUE BRASS  
TRADITIoNAl PUll

 Stain colors on oak wood

 Stain colors on maple wood

Wood – sTaIn colors & FInIshes
We realize that every individual’s needs are different based on decorating preferences 
and pre-existing room colors. Our 10-step finishing process ensures your wall bed a 
beautiful and durable finish. Below are your options for choosing the wood and stain 
color that best complements your decor. Keep in mind, colors may vary slightly from 
what is shown below.

DISCOuNT FOr AN uNFINISHeD BeD: $100
DISCOuNT FOr AN uNFINISHeD SIDe CABINeT: $75 each

GolDEN oAK

GolDEN oAK

SPICE

SPICE

CoUNTRY PINE

CoUNTRY PINE

AMERICAN WAlNUT

AMERICAN WAlNUT

TRADITIoNAl CHERRY

TRADITIoNAl CHERRY

RICH CHERRY

RICH CHERRY

TRADITIoNAl MAHoGANY

TRADITIoNAl MAHoGANY

ESPRESSo

ESPRESSo

NATURAl

NATURAl

BRUSHED CHRoME  
TRADITIoNAl PUll

BlACK TRADITIoNAl PUll

ANTIQUE BRASS KNoB BRUSHED CHRoME KNoB BlACK KNoB

BRUSHED CHRoME  
CoNTEMPoRARY PUll

BlACK CoNTEMPoRARY PUll
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BlACK MISSIoN HoRIZoNTAl PUllPEWTER lIvEllo PUll

BlACK lIvEllo PUll BlACK MISSIoN vERTICAl PUll



If your room has ample ceiling height and adequate floor space, the vertical wall bed 
is your best option. This is the most popular orientation because it sleeps exactly 
the same as a typical bed. With a variety of face designs and stain colors to choose 
from, your fully functioning, space-saving bed becomes a beautifully hidden secret, 
contained in handcrafted, real wood fine furniture. Available in twin, full*, and  
queen sizes.

mirror face—v102
Another functional feature added to our wall beds is the full-
length mirror. Trimmed beautifully with real-wood molding, 
the mirror is perfect for getting ready in the morning, 
working out, or giving the appearance of a larger room.

armoire face—v103
Impress your visitors with the appearance of a fully 
functioning armoire. Every detail, down to the hardware, 
is carefully considered to ensure that this design is an 
impressive addition to virtually any room in your home. 
only you will know that this armoire opens to reveal a 
comfortable bed for sleeping two adults.

raiSed Panel face—v109
Add beauty to your room with our solid wood traditional 
raised panel face wall bed. This standard raised panel face 
gives you the appearance of two sets of raised panel doors 
with our livello hardware.

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,495 $ 2,595

FuLL* $ 2,445 $ 2,545

TwIN $ 2,295 $ 2,395

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,595 $ 2,695

FuLL* $ 2,545 $ 2,645

TwIN $ 2,395 $ 2,495

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,395 $ 2,495

FuLL* $ 2,345 $ 2,445

TwIN $ 2,195 $ 2,295

Shown here with our  
Country Pine stain color on oak

Shown here with our  
Traditional Mahogany stain color on oak

Shown here with our  
American Walnut stain color on maple

Vertical DeSiGNS
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PrOjeCTION

*Also commonly referred to as double size.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT DIMENSIONS:
Depth is the dimension from the wall to the face of the bed in the closed position. 
Projection is the dimension from the wall to the outside of the bed frame in the open position.
Width given is from outside of crown molding to outside of Crown Molding. If you are trying to fit the bed into a niche, you can subtract  
1½" from your width by removing the crown molding. Please contact us for more detailed information and helpful pointers.

VERTICAL WALL BED DIMENSIONS
SIZe HeIGHT wIDTH DePTH PrOjeCTION

Twin 83¾" 44½" 18" 82¾"

Full  83¾" 59½"  18" 82¾"

Queen  88¾"  65½"  18"  86¾"

BeD FACe

Queen mirror:  
59 inches long by 
29 inches wide
Full mirror:  
57 inches long by 
29 inches wide
Twin mirror:  
57 inches long by 
20 inches wide



SHaKer face—v104
Shaker furniture is admired for its simplicity, quality, and 
functionality. Its appeal to the modern eye is undeniable and 
its form and function are classic.

dreSSer cabinet face—v108
our dresser cabinet face allows you to keep the appearance 
of a functioning piece of furniture in your room. Please note 
that all of the doors and drawers on the face of this wall bed 
are false.

miSSion face—v106
The Arts and Crafts movement comes alive with this 
handcrafted bed. Straight lines and slats on the doors will 
help anyone recognize the timeless beauty often associated 
with Mission style furniture.

table face—v105
Add even more function to your wall bed with our vertical 
table face wall bed. The drop-down table opens up to 
become a nice work surface. Slide bolts lock the table and 
the leg in place when you’re ready to pull the bed face 
down. Table height is 29 inches from the floor.

contemPo face—v107
This contemporary design helps keep the appearance of 
a more modern setting in your home. The application of 
21-inch contemporary handles on the face of the wall 
bed really brings out the modern appeal of this design.

beaded face—v101
Your guests will feel as though they have escaped to a 
beach house or cottage getaway when sleeping in this 
bed. Beaded paneling accentuates the doors of this 
unique furniture piece. 

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,095 $ 2,195

FuLL* $ 2,045 $ 2,145

TwIN $ 1,895 $ 1,995

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,195 $ 2,295

FuLL* $ 2,145 $ 2,245

TwIN $ 1,995 $ 2,095

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,145 $ 2,245

FuLL* $ 2,095 $ 2,195

TwIN $ 1,945 $ 2,045

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,395 $ 2,495

FuLL* $ 2,345 $ 2,445

TwIN $ 2,195 $ 2,295

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 1,995 $ 2,095

FuLL* $ 1,945 $ 2,045

TwIN $ 1,795 $ 1,895

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,195 $ 2,295

FuLL* $ 2,145 $ 2,245

TwIN $ 1,995 $ 2,095

Shown here with our  
Golden Oak stain color on oak

Shown here with our  
Traditional Mahogany stain color on maple

Shown here with our  
Traditional Cherry stain color on maple

Queen table:  
45 inches long by 
30 inches wide

Full / twin table: 
41 inches long by 
30 inches wide

Shown here with our  
Country Pine stain color on oak

Shown here with our  
Country Pine stain color on maple
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Table closed

Shown here in our  
Espresso stain color on maple



HorizoNtal DeSiGNS

*Also commonly referred to as double size.

If your room has lower ceilings or if the space in front of the bed will be limited, 
perhaps our horizontal design is the best solution. Although they are wider than 
our vertical designs, these beds tend to help in areas restricted by limited footprint 
or ceiling height concerns. Once opened, our horizontal beds give you the comfort 
you need for a good night’s sleep. The added functionality of an eye-level shelf is yet 
another bonus of our horizontal designs. Horizontal wall beds are available in twin, 
full*, and queen sizes.

raiSed Panel face—H109
Add beauty to your room with our solid wood, traditional, 
raised panel face wall bed. This standard raised panel face 
gives you the appearance of four sets of raised panel doors 
with our livello hardware.

dreSSer cabinet face—H108
our dresser cabinet face allows you to keep the appearance 
of a functioning piece of furniture in your room. Please 
note that all of the doors and drawers on the face of this 
wall bed are false.

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,395 $ 2,495

FuLL* $ 2,345 $ 2,445

TwIN $ 2,195 $ 2,295

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,195 $ 2,295

FuLL* $ 2,145 $ 2,245

TwIN $ 1,995 $ 2,095

Shown here with our Traditional Cherry stain color on oak

Shown here with our Golden Oak stain color on maple

wIDTH DePTH
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PrOjeCTION

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT DIMENSIONS:
Depth is the dimension from the wall to the face of the bed in the closed position. 
Projection is the dimension from the wall to the outside of the bed frame in the open position.
Width given is from outside to outside at the widest point. If you are trying to fit the bed into a niche, you should add ¼ inch  
to the overall dimension to ensure it will fit. Please contact us for more detailed information and helpful pointers.

HORIzONTAL WALL BED DIMENSIONS
SIZe HeIGHT wIDTH DePTH PrOjeCTION

Twin 48½" 79" 17½" 46¼"

Full* 63½" 79"  17½" 61¼"

Queen  69½"  84"  17½"  67¼"

BeD FACe

beaded face—H101
Your guests will feel as though they have escaped to a 
beach house or cottage getaway when sleeping in this 
bed. Beaded paneling accentuates the doors of this 
unique furniture piece. 

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,195 $ 2,295

FuLL* $ 2,145 $ 2,245

TwIN $ 1,995 $ 2,095

Shown here with our Spice stain color on maple



MUrPHY BeD oPtioNS
paInTed FInIsh

When a painted finish is preferred, we will prime and 
paint your wall bed and/or side cabinets. We start off 
by constructing the pieces with the same materials and 
methods as all of our other pieces. Two coats of a vinyl 

primer are then applied to seal the wood and 
prep the surface for the finish coats. 
Then, a thick coat of pigmented 
lacquer is applied. Pigmented lacquer is 
simply a paint pigment and lacquer combined to give 
the pieces a furniture-grade finish with the solid color of paint. 
We offer both white and black paint, and both are available on all 
of our products.

PAINTeD BeD: Add $350 to any bed

PAINTeD SIDe CABINeTS: Add $150 to each

PrIMeD BeD – reADY TO PAINT: Add $150 to any bed

PrIMeD SIDe CABINeTS – reADY TO PAINT: Add $75 each

add lIGhTInG To Your Wall Bed
Two lights will be installed in the header (inside 
top) of the wall bed. A touch switch, located on 
the headboard, makes selecting from three levels of 
brightness convenient. A safety cutoff ensures that the 
lights will be turned off every time the bed is closed. 
This kit plugs into a standard outlet.

COMPLeTe LIGHT KIT: $175 (vertical beds only) 

larGer croWn MoldInG
If you prefer, a larger, more lavish crown molding can be added to your bed and 
cabinets. This crown molding is a very popular addition and takes the place of our 
standard crown molding. Please note that this crown molding adds 2 inches to the 
height, 4 inches to the width, and 2 inches to  
the depth of all beds and side cabinets.  
(Please refer to specific product  
dimension tables)

LArGer CrOwN – BeD: Add $50

LArGer CrOwN – SIDe CABINeT: Add $25

SHaKer face—H104
Shaker furniture is admired for its simplicity, quality, and 
functionality. Its appeal to the modern eye is undeniable 
and its form and function are classic.

contemPo face—H107
This contemporary design helps keep the appearance of 
a more modern setting in your home. The application of 
21-inch contemporary handles on the face of the wall 
bed really brings out the modern appeal of this design.

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,095 $ 2,195

FuLL* $ 2,045 $ 2,145

TwIN $ 1,895 $ 1,995

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 1,995 $ 2,095

FuLL* $ 1,945 $ 2,045

TwIN $ 1,795 $ 1,895

Shown here with our American Walnut stain color on oak

Shown here in our Rich Cherry stain color on maple
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miSSion face—H106
The Arts and Crafts movement comes alive with this 
handcrafted bed. Straight lines and slats on the doors 
will help anyone recognize the timeless beauty often 
associated with Mission style furniture.

 OAk MAPLE

QueeN $ 2,145 $ 2,245

FuLL* $ 2,095 $ 2,195

TwIN $ 1,945 $ 2,045

Shown here with our Espresso stain color on maple



SiDe caBiNetS For YoUr Wall BeD
BeauTIFul, real Wood sIde caBIneTs

1. clotHeS Valet
Hang shirts, pants, jackets 
or anything else that 
you want out of the way 
using this unique option. 
Not available in 18-inch 
cabinets or horizontal  
side cabinets.
ADD $50 eACH

sIde caBIneT opTIons

4. liGHtinG
When combined with 
glass shelves, a side 
cabinet light turns 
your side cabinet into 
a unique show piece. 
The light plugs into a 
standard outlet.
ADD $90 / CABINeT

2. niGHt Stand
located at night 
stand height, this 
convenient option 
is perfect for books, 
glasses, an alarm 
clock or a drink.

ADD $75 eACH

3. GlaSS SHelVeS
Add a distinctive look 
to your side cabinet 
by choosing glass 
shelves. Glass shelves 
are a beautiful way to 
display your treasures.
 
ADD $75 / CABINeT

You have the option of adding REAL 
WOOD side cabinetry to your wall 
bed. These side cabinets are designed to 
ensure that each perfectly matches your 
wall bed material and finish. Choose 
from 7 different styles that range with 
different combinations including doors, 
open shelves, or drawers. We offer three 
standard-width side cabinets — 18, 24, 
or 30 inches (these dimensions are from 
outside to outside).

Custom widths are available up to  
36 inches for an additional cost. For everything from the 

alarm clock to bed-side reading and storage for bedding or clothing, 
we have provided options to complement your wall bed.
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Shown here with our  
Natural stain color on oak

Shown here with our Country Pine stain color on oak

Shown here with our Natural stain color on maple

1.

2.

4.

3.



VC201 VC202 VC203 VC204
VC205 VC206 VC207

HC202HC201 HC203 HC204 HC205 HC206 HC207

sIde caBIneTs For VerTIcal Beds sIde caBIneTs For horIZonTal Beds
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OAk VERTICAL CABINET PRICING CABINET WIDTH

MODEL DESCRIPTION 18" 24" 30"

VC201 All Open Shelves $ 550 $ 575 $ 600

VC202 upper Shelves / Lower Door $ 600 $ 625 $ 650

VC203 upper Door / Lower Door $ 650 $ 675 $ 700

VC204 upper Shelves / Lower Drawers $ 700 $ 725 $ 750

VC205 upper Door / Lower Drawers $ 750 $ 775 $ 800

VC206 Shelves / Drawer / Night Stand / Lower Door $ 800 $ 825 $ 850

VC207 upper Door / Drawer / Night Stand / Lower Door $ 850 $ 875 $ 900

MAPLE VERTICAL CABINET PRICING CABINET WIDTH

MODEL DESCRIPTION 18" 24" 30"

VC201 All Open Shelves $ 600 $ 625 $ 650

VC202 upper Shelves / Lower Door $ 650 $ 675  $ 700

VC203 upper Door / Lower Door $ 700 $ 725 $ 750

VC204 upper Shelves / Lower Drawers $ 750 $ 775 $ 800

VC205 upper Door / Lower Drawers $ 800 $ 825 $ 850

VC206 Shelves / Drawer / Night Stand / Lower Door $ 850 $ 875 $ 900

VC207 upper Door / Drawer / Night Stand / Lower Door $ 900 $ 925 $ 950

OAk HORIzONTAL CABINET PRICING CABINET WIDTH

MODEL DESCRIPTION 18" 24" 30"

HC201 All Open Shelves $ 500 $ 525 $ 550

HC202 upper Shelves / Lower Door $ 550 $ 575 $ 600

HC203 upper Door / Lower Door $ 600 $ 625 $ 650

HC204 upper Shelves / Lower Drawers $ 650 $ 675 $ 700

HC205 upper Door / Lower Drawers $ 700 $ 725 $ 750

HC206 Shelves / Drawer / Night Stand / Lower Door $ 750 $ 775 $ 800

HC207 upper Door / Drawer / Night Stand / Lower Door $ 800 $ 825 $ 850

MAPLE HORIzONTAL CABINET PRICING CABINET WIDTH

MODEL DESCRIPTION 18" 24" 30"

HC201 All Open Shelves $ 550 $ 575 $ 600

HC202 upper Shelves / Lower Door $ 600 $ 625 $ 650

HC203 upper Door / Lower Door $ 650 $ 675  $ 700

HC204 upper Shelves / Lower Drawers $ 700 $ 725 $ 750

HC205 upper Door / Lower Drawers $ 750 $ 775 $ 800

HC206 Shelves / Drawer / Night Stand / Lower Door $ 800 $ 825 $ 850

HC207 upper Door / Drawer / Night Stand / Lower Door $ 850 $ 875 $ 900

VERTICAL SIDE CABINET DIMENSIONS
SIZe HeIGHT wIDTH DePTH

Twin 79¼" 18", 24", 30"  16"

Full 79¼" 18", 24", 30"  16"

Queen  84¼"  18", 24", 30"  16"

HORIzONTAL SIDE CABINET DIMENSIONS
SIZe HeIGHT wIDTH DePTH

Twin 43" 18", 24", 30"  16"

Full 58" 18", 24", 30"  16"

Queen  64"  18", 24", 30"  16"

VC201

HC201

VC202

HC202

VC203

HC203

VC204

HC204

VC205

HC205

VC206

HC206

VC207

HC207

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT DIMENSIONS:
Depth is the dimension from the wall to the face of the 
cabinet in the closed position. 
Width given is from outside to outside at the widest point.  
If you are trying to fit the cabinet into a niche, you should add 
¼ inch to the overall dimension to ensure it will fit. Please 
contact us for more detailed information and helpful pointers.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT DIMENSIONS:
Depth is the dimension from the wall to the face of the 
cabinet in the closed position. 
Width given is from outside to outside at the widest point.  
If you are trying to fit the cabinet into a niche, you should add 
¼ inch to the overall dimension to ensure it will fit. Please 
contact us for more detailed information and helpful pointers.



For simplified ordering, we also offer the following standard configurations to meet your 
needs. You choose the bed style and size and we’ll do the rest. The price for each option 
includes the Murphy bed shown, all cabinets, desktop, and shipping.

Unparalleled functionality, uncompromising quality. This is how we describe our 
workstations. By combining our space-saving wall beds with matching, totally modular 
cabinetry, you can configure your space to meet your needs. Creating an efficient and 
beautiful home office or computer room is effortless. Our workstations offer your guests a 
comfortable place to stay without sacrificing your home office or computer room.

Our workstation cabinets, like all of our products, are constructed of only the finest 
furniture-grade, hardwood plywoods and solid wood moldings. Please note, each 
customized workstation will be unique. The number, size, and type of cabinets will 
determine the number of packages shipped to you. Therefore, shipping charges for custom 
workstations will be quoted on a per-project basis. We will do our very best to consolidate 
packaging to keep the shipping cost as low as possible.

With a wide variety of sizes and styles, workstations can be configured to your exact 
needs. Our base cabinets offer the convenience of lower storage and optional file cabinet 
organization. Wall cabinets offer overhead storage and can be configured with or without 
doors. With the addition of a bookcase or a hutch, your space will fit your every need. Top 
your workstation off with one of our beautiful wood or practical laminate desktops. You 
can even add a slide-out keyboard shelf to keep your desktop tidy. Add the finishing touch 
to your project with finely finished crown and base moldings.

HoMe oFFice WorKStatioNS
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Shown here with our American Walnut stain color on maple 
Price as shown: $6,362

We can help you create 
a custom workstation!  
Utilizing the latest in cabinet 
design software, we are able 
to provide 3-D renderings of 
your design to ensure your workstation is exactly as you 
envision it. Please call us to get started!

SamPle 1
(1) VQ106
(1) 18 inch WS105
(1) 54 inch WS501
(6) feet of WS901

Shown here with  
our Golden Oak  
stain color on oak. 
Price as shown: $3,490

SamPle 2
(1) VQ101
(2) 30 inch WS201
(1) 24 inch WS106
(1) 60 inch WS400
(8) feet of WS900
(8) feet of WS901
Painting charges

Shown here painted 
white on maple. 
Price as shown: $5,256
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 WS100 Base Cabinet / No Door(s) / Adj. Shelf OAK $ 325 $ 350 $ 375

  28½” H x 19” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 350 $ 375 $ 400

 WS101 Base Cabinet / Door(s) / Adj. Shelf OAK $ 375 $ 400 $ 425

  28½” H x 19” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 400 $ 425 $ 450

 WS102 Base Cabinet / Door(s) / CPU Slide-out Shelf OAK $ 425 $ 450 $ 475

  28½” H x 19” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 450 $ 475 $ 500

 WS103 Base Cabinet / Pencil Drawer / Door(s) OAK $ 475 $ 500 $ 525

  28½” H x 19” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 500 $ 525 $ 550

 WS104 Base Cabinet / 2 Drawer Vertical File OAK $ 395 $ 420 $ 445

  28½” H x 19” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 420 $ 445 $ 470

 WS105 Base Cabinet / 3 Drawer Deluxe File OAK $ 445 $ 470 $ 495

  28½” H x 19” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 470 $ 495 $ 520

 WS106 Base Cabinet / 2 Drawer Lateral File OAK $ 495 $ 520 $ 545

  28½” H x 19” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 520 $ 545 $ 570

 WS200 Upper Cabinet / No Door(s) / Adj. Shelves OAK $ 325 $ 350 $ 375

  30” H x 12” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 350 $ 375 $ 400

 WS201 Upper Cabinet / Door(s) / Adj. Shelves OAK $ 375 $ 400 $ 425

  30” H x 12” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 400 $ 425 $ 450

 WS202 Upper Corner Cabinet / No Door / Adj. Shelves OAK — $ 395 —

  30” H x 24” D x 24” w MAPLe — $ 420 —

 WS203 Upper Corner Cabinet / Door / Adj. Shelves OAK — $ 425 —

  30” H x 24” D x 24” w MAPLe — $ 450 —

 WS300 Hutch / No Door(s) / Adj. Shelves / on Desktop OAK $ 395 $ 420 $ 445

  48” H x 12” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 420 $ 445 $ 470

 WS301 Hutch / Door(s) / Adj. Shelves / on Desktop OAK $ 445 $ 470 $ 495

  48” H x 12” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 470 $ 495 $ 520

 WS302 Bookcase / Full Height / Adj. Shelves OAK $ 495 $ 520 $ 545

  78” H x 12” D x Cabinet width MAPLe $ 520 $ 545 $ 570

Modular WorksTaTIon caBIneTs
  MODEL DESCRIPTION & SIzE WOOD 18" 24" 30"

WorksTaTIon accessorIes 
To add to the charm and functionality of your workstation, we offer several 
complementary accessories. Please visit our website for available colors, sizes, 
configurations, and other details.

DESkTOPS                                      LeNGTH: uP TO 60" uP TO 72" uP TO 84" uP TO 96"

wS400 Straight laminate desktop $ 375 $ 450 $ 525 $ 600

wS401 Corner laminate desktop $ 445 $ 520 $ 595 $ 670

wS500 Matching, straight wood desktop $ 475 $ 550 $ 625 $ 700

wS501 Matching, corner wood desktop $ 545 $ 620 $ 695 $ 770

ACCESSORIES

wS502 Slide-out keyboard tray $115 each

wS503 Slide-out pencil drawer $95 each

wS504 Grommet for cord management $45 each

wS900 Matching, solid wood crown molding $5.50/foot

wS901 Matching, solid wood base molding $5.50/foot

SamPle 3
(1) VQ108
(2) 18 inch WS300
(2) 24 inch WS200
(1) 24 inch WS105
(1) 24 inch WS106
(1) 84 inch WS500
(10) feet of WS900
(10) feet of WS901

Shown here with our 
Traditional Mahogany 
stain color on maple. 
Price as shown: $6,226

SamPle 4
(1) VQ103
(1) 24 inch VC205
(1) 18 inch WS302
(2) 18 inch WS201
(1) 24 inch WS203
(1) 24 inch WS201
(1) 30 inch WS300
(1) 24 inch WS105
(1) 30 inch WS106
(1) 96 inch WS501
(14) feet of WS900
(10) feet of WS901

Shown here with our 
Traditional Cherry  
stain color on oak. 
Price as shown: $8,499

Maximum desktop width is 48 inches



figure 1 figure 2 figure 3

if they must be brought in on end or at an angle. Please make sure that there is a clear 
and unobstructed path in front of and beyond each doorway. Make sure to consider any 
fixtures, low ceiling heights, decorative moldings, banisters/handrails, etc., that may make 
it difficult for delivery. Also, any concealed damage must be reported within 24 hours 
of your receipt of the items. We work hard to satisfy you. Please call us if you have any 
concerns and we will be glad to help. Note: We reserve the right to change or update 
information in this catalog at any time (including after you have submitted your order).

hoW our Beds operaTe
To understand how our beds operate, there are a couple of things to keep in mind. 
First, the entire face of the bed is a false façade and comes down as one piece. There 
are no bulky, bi-fold doors to open and block the side of the bed. Remember, none 
of the doors or drawers on the bed operate; they are there to decorate the furniture. 
Second, the outer legs of the bed are cleverly hidden within the cabinetry. The outer 
legs flip over and lock in place when pulling down the bed face. Below is the procedure 
for opening the bed.

order online www.bedderway.com call toll free 1.866.783.510522 23

ITEM H D L DIAG

QueeN BeD FACe 63" 9" 83" 64"

DOuBLe BeD FACe 57" 9" 78" 58"

TwIN BeD FACe 42" 9" 78" 43"

SIDe CABINeT 30" 20" 84" 36"

PArT BOX (ALL BeDS) 12" 10" 92" 93" 

ITEM - BOX 1  H D L DIAG 

QUEEN BED FACE 63” 9” 83” 64” 

DOUBLE BED FACE 57” 9” 78” 58” 

TWIN BED FACE 42” 9” 78” 43” 

SIDE CABINET 30” 20” 84” 36” 

 

BOX 2 H D L DIAG 

SIDE PART BOX – ALL BEDS 12" 10" 92" 93" 

 H= HEIGHT      D= DEPTH    L= LENGTH    DIAG= DIAGONAL  
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receiViNG YoUr NeW BeD

OUR STANDARD DELIVERy SERVICE is considered an  
upgraded service for our competitors — and it costs less!

We strive to ensure your delivery is a positive and stress-free experience. No matter 
your location, each delivery is made by a professionally trained and experienced 
two-man delivery team. Because each item is built to order and completely unique, 
there will be a slight lead time for production. Once the order is complete, you will be 
notified of the shipping and tracking information. Once it leaves our dock, delivery 
time should not exceed 7 days. Deliveries are made with a pre-set appointment 
between the hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

sTandard InsIde delIVerY
First Dry Interior Location ($299): The delivery team will unload your items and 
carry them inside, placing them in the first dry interior area available, usually in the 
garage or front entry. The delivery team does not unpack, assemble, or remove the 
debris. (Side cabinet delivery fee = $75 each)

WhITe-GloVe serVIce
Unpack, Inspect, and Debris Removal ($359): The delivery team will unload 
your items and place them in the room of your choice. This includes unpacking your 
items, inspecting the items, carrying the items up or down a maximum of two flights 
of stairs, and removal and disposal of the packing material/debris. Because our beds 
must be attached to the wall, installation is not included. (White-glove side cabinet 
delivery fee = $85 each)

IMporTanT
Although our beds do ship partially unassembled, it is important that they can be 
delivered through all entryways, hallways, elevator doors and interiors, and/or stairways. 
If items do not fit upon delivery, cancellation and return fees will apply. Some situations 
may constitute extraordinary delivery requirements and necessitate additional delivery 
fees, such as additional stairs over two flights, the use of non-standard delivery 
equipment, or short term storage. Use the specific bed/cabinet dimensions (provided 
below) to determine whether the pieces can go straight through and into the space or 

1. Grab the decorative hardware closest to the top of the bed face and firmly pull (Figure 1).

2.  In the first few inches, you will feel the tension of the piston lift mechanism. This tension 

is what prevents the bed from opening on its own.

3.  Once the bed is approximately one-quarter of the way open and with your hand to the 

outside of the bed face, grab the bar that connects the two flip-over legs and pull it in 

an outward and downward direction (Figure 2).

4. rotate the flip-over leg until it snaps into place at a 90° angle with the footboard.

5.  Let the bed continue to come down until it reaches the floor (Figure 3). If you have a 

heavy mattress, you will feel extra weight, so be sure to control it as it comes down.

6.  To close the bed, simply work steps 1 – 5 in reverse. remember to flip the leg over and 

push it all of the way in before you attempt to close the bed fully. 
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